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5
Strategies for Effective 
Requests

You know what record you want, who has it and the law that says it’s public. 
Now it’s time to go get it.

You should be able to call or walk into an agency and just ask to see the 
documents, and often you can. Ask and ye shall receive. But sometimes it isn’t 
that easy. Sometimes how you request the information will determine whether 
you get it, or at least whether you get it in a timely fashion.

This chapter provides practical tips for effective public records requests, 
including preparatory steps, writing request letters, and practical psychological 
strategies for pre-empting denials.

GeTINTHeZoNe

When professional athletes, stage performers and public speakers get ready for 
their big moments, many prepare through “information rehearsal,” visualizing how 
they will perform. They think through it and see themselves succeeding. It works.

Before you go after a public record, think through the process, the maze, the 
documents, and how you will maneuver through the potential obstacles. Your 
request can take many paths—a winding maze until you reach the piece of cheese 
at the end (see Figure 5.1).

ACCESS ACTION AGENDA

Get in the zone

Get personal

Write effective letters

Cut denials off at the pass

Apply hard tactics if necessary

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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CHAPTER 5  STrATeGIeSForeFFeCTIVereQUeSTS   81

Confidence is important—that document state of mind—as you put in your 
records order. The records are yours, paid by taxpayers, for you and everyone else 
to inspect. The agency is simply holding onto it, storing it, keeping it ready for 
you when you wish to see it. You have done your research and know what you 
want to see, and you know the law. A cake walk. No big deal.

Build up your confidence and work through the stages in your mind. You are 
now in the document zone.

FIGURE 5.1

Public records request flow chart

��Find exact record name, agency, person who has it
��Review laws and relevant exemptions, if any

Do your homework

Access
denied, all
or in part

Ask
verbally—

nicely!

Access
approved!

Access
denied, all
or in part

Told to submit
written

request.
Submit letter

Access
approved!

Get legal
rationale in
writing from

agency.
Verify validity
of exemption
with expert

No response,
blown off, or
stonewalled

Access
approved,
but with

outrageous
copy fees

Invalid
reason

Exemption
valid—seek

information in
other ways

Huzzah!
You get the

records!

��Apply negotiations and human strategies
��Formally appeal; consult ombudsman, AG, or state mediator
��Go up the chain to elected leaders
��Enlist other organizations to write letters (e.g., SPJ)
��Write about it; quote experts and focus on how it affects people
��Sue

Challenge the decision
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82   THeArToFACCeSS

GeTPerSoNAL

Once you’ve identified what you want and know where to get it, simply ask for 
the records politely, preferably in person.

“A lot of younger journalists think if they send an email that will be good 
enough,” said Miranda Spivack, a long-time journalist for Reveal, The  Washington 
Post, and other news organizations. “You can never underestimate the value of 
going in face-to-face to talk to people.”

It’s much easier to deny someone via email than in person. It’s about people 
skills.

“You can’t just walk into a building and tout freedom of the press,” said 
Marley Shebala, who reported for years at the Navajo Times. “It’s just not going 
to work. You have to develop relationships.”

Shebala has been a tribal journalist for decades. As sovereign nations, tribal 
governments are not subject to state or federal public records laws,1 So she has to 
use people skills. “If you know the clerk you can get records,” she said. The same 
skills apply to reporters covering nontribal governments.

The Navajo tradition, Shebala said, is that when you first meet a person 
you explain your family origins, where you are from and what you are doing. 
That puts people at ease and gives them context and perspective. Maybe you 
went to the same school or hike the same trail. Research shows that if you share 
a relatively rare coincidental similarity, then the person will be more likely to 
help you.2

Also, Shebala suggests, show respect. “I was up at Mexican Hat, Utah, and I 
went way into this valley area with a medicine man and his wife,” she said. “I talked 
with them for a while and I asked if I could take their picture. You just don’t con-
duct yourself as if you have that right to freedom of information. There’s a certain 
respect you show people.”

Social exchange theory in psychology suggests that people negotiate rela-
tionships through an internal cost-benefit analysis.3 Three factors help a clerk 
decide whether assisting you is in his or her best interest:

1. Rewards. When approaching an agency for records or data, it can 
be useful to note the benefits to the agency or clerk in fulfilling the 
request. Perhaps a database contains information of use to agency 
employees, or other departments. Maybe the distribution of cool data 
online would raise the agency’s stature among its peers, appearing 
forward-thinking and hip.

2. Costs. Make the request as simple as possible for the clerk—
minimize the costs to his or her time. Include the exact name and 
location of the records, or the exact person who has the records. 
Accept the records in stages. Offer to assist in transferring data. 
Conversely, you can decrease costs by making it easier to say yes than 
no. If officials know you will dig deeper, publicize the denial, shame 
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CHAPTER 5  STrATeGIeSForeFFeCTIVereQUeSTS   83

Pro Tip

ACCESS IN INDIAN COUNTRY

Access to records held by an indigenous tribe in 
the United States requires some basic understand-
ing of the particular tribe and a collaborative mind-
set. As of today, there are 573 federally recognized 
tribes in the United States, along with numerous 
state-recognized and nonrecognized tribes. Each 
has its own government, often with a constitu-
tion or articles of incorporation. To gain access to 
records held by or about that tribe, especially if you 

are not a member of that tribe:

 • Ask, don’t take: Unless you are a member of that tribe, you don’t 
have a legal right to the information.

 • Know as much about that particular tribe as you can, including its 
treaties, form of government, and culture.

 • Don’t assume you cannot have access, as some tribes like the Osage 
Nation, the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, and the Navajo Nation 
have statutes allowing access to information. Other tribes allow access 
because of constitutional provisions, though that access often is for 
members only. Some tribal government officials believe in transparency.

 • Build long-term sources and relationships so you can build mutual trust.

 • Ask the federal government, as it must release them if it has them, 
unless they are otherwise exempted.

It is stereotypical to think tribes do not believe in transparency. In fact, 
I often hear tribal members advocate for transparency. Tribes simply want 
to make certain that someone with a hidden and nefarious agenda is not 
attempting to hurt them. Given the history of government relationships with 
tribes over recent centuries, we should not be surprised with such reactions. 
Just be honest and nice, and you will be surprised at how welcoming and 
cooperative tribal people can be, even with access to information.

—Kevinr.Kemper,Ph.d.,L.LM.,isanattorneyinoklahoma,where
hepracticesindigenouslaw.Healsoteachesinthedepartmentof

NativeAmericanStudiesandthedepartmentofenglishatthe
Universityofoklahoma.

Photo courtesy of Kevin R. Kemper
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84   THeArToFACCeSS

them or embarrass them with their superiors, then they might be 
more willing to cooperate to get you out of their hair—to minimize 
costs.

3. Trust. Get to know the record custodians and technicians. If they can 
put a face to a name it will be more difficult to turn you away.

In all cultures, developing relationships is a great way to smooth the way for 
records requests. With any luck, the custodian will hand you the records on the 
spot. If not, you might have to move to the next step—a written request.

wrITeeFFeCTIVeLeTTerS

If your verbal requests are ignored, submit a formal public records request to 
yield several benefits:

 � First, for most states and the federal government, a written request 
starts the clock ticking legally. Federal agencies are required to respond 
within 20 days of a written request. Some state laws require a response 
within three days; many states require a “prompt” request. An agency 
must respond by providing the records, denying the request in whole or 
part by citing a legal exemption, or saying that more time is needed.

 � Second, a written request provides a paper trail and prevents 
misunderstandings later. If you send a certified letter or get an email 
reply, you will have proof that an agency received it.

 � Third, a written request forces you to put your thoughts down on 
paper, which can help you focus.

 � Fourth, a written request, when noting the law, provides more authority 
that an informal request lacks. One study, for example, showed that 
formal request letters are three times more effective than informal 
emails.4

 � Finally, a written request can be cc’d to others within an agency, such 
as elected officials or the state attorney general’s office. That can send a 
message that others will also be aware of the request.

The agency might ask you to fill out its own records request form. That’s 
OK—either way it initiates the same process. The form might ask you the pur-
pose of the request—most state laws do not require the requester to identify how 
the records will be used with the exception of commercial use or mailing lists. For 
federal requests, you can get a fee waiver if your purpose is for the public good, 
such as for journalism or research, so you would have to explain the purpose if 
you want a fee waiver or put on a fast track.
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CHAPTER 5  STrATeGIeSForeFFeCTIVereQUeSTS   85

Pro Tip

BEWARE OF ‘TELEGRAPHING’

In many cases, a specific FOIA request to a federal 
agency often speeds up the collection of informa-
tion. However, be aware your FOIA might also tip an 
agency off to a story it doesn’t want out. In a worst-
case scenario, your FOIA may end up in the hands of 
an agency’s public affairs office or a political appoin-
tee who may circle the wagons or launch a pre-emp-
tive effort to undercut your reporting. A few days 
before The Washington Post published its high-profile 

exposé about the serious problems at Walter Reed Army  Medical Center in 
2007, it called the Department of Defense (DOD) and asked for statistics 
and interviews on the record. As soon as DOD found out about the soon-to-
be published article, the agency called a pre- emptive press conference and 
invited everyone except The Washington Post, doing as much damage control 
as possible before the story came out. Some reporters sending FOIAs may 
not fully realize how sophisticated some agencies have evolved at managing 
their image, including through FOIA. One way to get around this obstacle is 
to regularly request several types of information so it is more difficult for an 
agency to determine your target.

—PaulSullivan,nationalboardvicechair,VeteransforCommonSense
Photo courtesy of California Department of Veterans Affairs

UseSamplerequestLetters

Two organizations, the Student Press Law Center and the Reporters Com-
mittee for Freedom of the Press, provide nifty online letter generators, tailored 
to your particular state (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4 on pages 89 and 90). Simply go 
online and enter basic information into the boxes, such as the agency address, 
what you want, how much you’re willing to pay in copies, and your name and 
address. Choose your state and click a button. Up pops a formal letter ready for 
you to copy and paste into a Word file or email.

Also, other suggested templates for request letters are provided by a variety of 
organizations, including state press associations, coalitions for open government 
and state attorney general offices. Most of the letters share similar elements:

 � Address it to a specific person that you know will be handling the 
request.
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86   THeArToFACCeSS

 � Be as specific as you can regarding what you want, naming the records, 
how far back you want them to go and the format in which you would 
like them (paper, electronic, etc.). You might explain different options 
for providing the records (mail, email, pickup, online drop box, etc.).

 � Cite the relevant public records statute.

 � Address whether you want to just see the records (usually free) or want 
copies. If you want copies, designate how much you are willing to pay; 
if the agency says it will cost more than that amount, ask it to contact 
you before making the copies.

 � Note the statutory deadline for responding to the request, or politely 
give a deadline for when you would like the records.

 � Ask for expedited review or copy fee waivers because you are working 
in the public interest. This is allowed under federal FOIA.

 � Note that denial or redactions should be justified by a statutory 
exemption in writing.

 � Provide contact information, such as an email address or phone 
number, and offer to assist or answer questions.

 � Some people add relevant case law, an attorney general opinion or 
other legal support for making the records public.

ChooseYourTone

You’ll want to choose your tone for your letter, depending on the existing 
working relationship you have with the agency, what type of agency you’re deal-
ing with and how hostile the agency reacts to your initial verbal request.

We have seen three different tones of letters: friendly, threatening and neu-
tral (see Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 on pages 88, 89, and 90). When we ask journal-
ists and custodians which letter they think is most effective, usually most people 
say the friendly letter should be best. It makes sense; that’s what we’ve always 
thought too. But we weren’t sure, so we conducted two experiments.5

David Cuillier teamed with a college journalist who wanted to look at police 
use of force incidents in Arizona. Cuillier mailed out request letters to all 104 
police agencies requesting the records. Half of the agencies, randomly selected, 
received the friendly letter (Figure 5.2) and half received the threatening letter 
(Figure 5.3).

Cuillier developed the friendly letter based on psychological principles of 
persuasion. It used subordinating language, such as “I know you are busy,” or 
phrases to foster liking, such as “I want to thank you in advance,” “I would very 
much appreciate a response by . . .” and “Thanks again for your help!”

The threatening letter, provided by the Student Press Law Center, began 
by quoting the freedom of information statute and ended with a reminder that 
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Pro Tip

MAKE IT OBVIOUS

Every written public records request should clearly 
state that it is an official legal public records law 
request, in the text and in a header (“RE: Pub-
lic records request” or “Subject: Sunshine Law 
Request”) so clerks do not dismiss it as an optional 
task or casual inquiry. In some states, such as Mis-
souri, if a request does not state that it is a sunshine 
law request then the agency can legally ignore it.

—JeanManeke,attorneyfortheMissouriPress
Association

Photo courtesy of Jean Maneke

noncompliance could result in litigation, fees, fines and paying attorney fees. The 
student journalist didn’t know which agency got which version of the letter—he 
just collected the records, noted responses and dealt with the agencies after the 
request letters went out.

Which letter worked best? The threatening one. Only half the police agen-
cies even responded to the friendly letter, while two-thirds responded to the 
threatening version. Only 4 percent of the police agencies that got the friendly 
letter actually provided the records, whereas 14 percent of those who got the 
threatening letter provided the records. The threatening letter also resulted in 
lower copy fees and faster response (nine days instead of 10).

A few months later Cuillier ran a similar experiment with school districts, 
asking for coaching and superintendent contracts of all 208 agencies in Arizona. 
He also added a third version in the mix—a neutral letter (see Figure 5.4). Again, 
the threatening letter had the best response—74 percent instead of 50 percent 
for the friendly and neutral letters. The threatening letter also resulted in lower 
copy costs and faster turnaround.

So, what’s going on here? When looking closer at the data we noticed that a 
large chunk of the responses to the threatening letter came from attorneys and 
top officials. In other words, when clerks received the threatening letter they 
tended to automatically forward it to the powers that be. The attorneys would 
look at it and see that the information needed to be released, so it was released. 
Clerks who got the friendly letter tended not to take it seriously and were more 
likely to blow it off.
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88   THeArToFACCeSS

FIGURE 5.2

Sample request letter: Friendly version

This letter is based on the principles of persuasion, intended to foster liking.

Sept. 2, 2020

Cactus School District
450 West 6th St.
Prickly, AZ 85364

RE: Public records request

To whom it may concern,

I know you are busy, but I want to thank you in advance for helping me gather 
some public records regarding superintendents and high school coaching salaries. 
I am writing to request a copy of the contract for the district superintendent, includ-
ing pay and any other compensation he or she might receive. Also, if your district 
has a paid high school head football coach, or several head coaches, I would like a 
copy of that person (or persons’) contract, including pay and any other compensa-
tion they receive for their duties.

I would be happy to pay copying and postage fees and help in any way I can, 
but if the cost is more than $5, please contact me and let me know. If the files are 
available electronically and would be more convenient to copy and email, then 
that would be great too.

I would very much appreciate a response by the end of the month, and if there 
is information that I am not entitled to, please let me know. I understand that some-
times some information doesn’t warrant disclosure for statutory reasons, and might 
need to be blotted out while releasing the public part.

If there is anything I can do to help with the request, please do not hesitate to 
let me know (email is the fastest way to reach me).

Thanks again for your help!

Sincerely,

John Jones
1212 Main St.
Needles, AZ 85745
520-555-1111
[email address]
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CHAPTER 5  STrATeGIeSForeFFeCTIVereQUeSTS   89

FIGURE 5.3

Sample request letter: Legalistic, threatening version

This letter is based on the Student Press Law Center version, available at www.splc 
.org/foiletter.asp. You might remove the threatening paragraph toward the end.

Sept. 2, 2020

Cactus School District
450 West 6th St.
Prickly, AZ 85364

RE: Public records request

To whom it may concern:

Pursuant to the state open records law, Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. Secs. 39-121 to 
39-126, I write to request access to and a copy of the contract for the district 
 superintendent, including pay and any other compensation he or she might 
 receive. Also, if your district has a paid high school head football coach, or several 
head coaches, I would like a copy of that person (or persons’) contract, including 
pay and any other compensation they receive for their duties.

If your agency does not maintain these public records, please let me know who 
does and include the proper custodian’s name and address.

I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than $5. 
If the cost would be greater than this amount, please notify me. Please provide a 
receipt indicating the charges for each document.

I would request your response within ten (10) business days.
If you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for 

the denial including a reference to the specific statutory exemption(s) upon which 
you rely. Also, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material.

Please be advised that I am prepared to pursue whatever legal remedy neces-
sary to obtain access to the requested records. I would note that willful violation of 
the open records law can result in the award of legal costs, including damages and 
reasonable attorney fees. See Ariz. Rev. Stat. Sec. 39-121.02.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

John Jones
1212 Main St.
Needles, AZ 85745
520-555-1111
[email address]
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90   THeArToFACCeSS

FIGURE 5.4

Sample request letter: Neutral version

This letter is based on the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press online 
 generator, available at www.rcfp.org/foialetter/index.php. 

Sept. 2, 2020

Cactus School District
450 West 6th St.
Prickly, AZ 85364

RE: Public records request

To whom it may concern:

Pursuant to the state open records act, I request access to and copies of the 
contract for the district superintendent, including pay and any other compensation 
he or she might receive. Also, if your district has a paid high school head football 
coach, or several head coaches, I would like a copy of that person (or persons’) 
contract, including pay and any other compensation they receive for their duties.

I agree to pay reasonable duplication fees for the processing of this request.
If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by 

reference to specific exemptions of the act.
Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

John Jones
1212 Main St.
Needles, AZ 85745
520-555-1111
[email address]

The lesson here is that it pays to highlight the law as a reminder that you are 
serious. Results may vary, and not every situation is the same. If you’re coming in 
cold without a verbal request, a nonthreatening letter might be the way to go, and 
then work up from there. If you’ve had difficult times with the agency before and 
you know that only a club works, then bring out the club and remind the agency 
of penalties for noncompliance. Threaten to sue if you are prepared to do so and 
you think it is necessary. We find that smaller, more rural agencies tend to prefer a 
friendlier tone, although sometimes they are so busy and overworked they might 
ignore the letter anyway. Federal agencies are accustomed to the legalistic letters. 
The point is to give the letter a little thought and then send it out, following up 
to make sure the agency received it.
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CHAPTER 5  STrATeGIeSForeFFeCTIVereQUeSTS   91

‘Perfect’YourLetter

Some people use the terms “any and all” or “included but not limited to” to 
make sure they get everything. However, over the years that fishing approach 
has been less helpful as agencies say the request is too vague and therefore can-
not be fulfilled.

There was a day when requesters could be vague, but not anymore, said Ted 
Bridis, a journalism professor at the University of Florida who previously led 
investigations for the Associated Press. “The time lag is just too high on those 
types of requests—sometimes five, six, or seven years,” he said. “Now we need to 
do more spear fishing rather than trawling.”

Some records laws allow for agencies to deny requests if they are too vague. 
“Don’t ever file a request for ‘any and all,’” says Amy Bennett, a long-time 
FOIA advocate who has served as president for the American Society of 
Access Professionals and also worked for the Office of Government Informa-
tion Services. “You are going to run into an agency that says it’s overly broad 
and closes the request. Or, the agency will actually process the request and it 
will take longer.”

Instead, Bennett recommends including in your request letter specific search 
keywords that records custodians can use for electronic searches, particularly in 
requests for emails. Also, research shows that including the specific department 
or region the records are held, as well as links to relevant information, will speed 
things up.6

Pro Tip

DELIVER JOY AND GOODWILL

To build relationships with sources, send holiday 
cards thanking them for their assistance. Also send 
thank-you letters, cc’ing to their bosses, about how 
helpful they were. I keep my naughty list and my nice 
list, and I mail them all cards. I think they appreciate 
it and it helps with future requests, even with the 
people who are difficult.

—Jaimidowdell,reutersdatateamandformer
trainingdirectorforInvestigativereporters

andeditors
Photo courtesy of Jaimi Dowdell
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92   THeArToFACCeSS

If you think a specific request might miss the target, try a “strategic volley,” as rec-
ommended by FOIA request pro Michael Ravnitzky.  “If they think you are getting too 
close to the records they might destroy them,” he said. “Sometimes it’s best to unleash 
a set of requests that are narrow. Like the game Battleship. You sometimes don’t hit 
on the first shot, but if you lay down a volley properly you might get what you need.”

Pro Tip

ASK TIPSTERS FOR WORDING

Inside tipsters can help you craft a targeted request 
letter quickly and effectively. When Kimbriell Kelly 
received a tip that about a quarter of police officers 
fired for misconduct were rehired later, “I said, ‘If this is 
really true how do I go about finding out?’ They said get 
the public records. So, I asked, ‘If I were to submit a pub-
lic records request what would it have to say?’ I liter-
ally typed what they said into a public records request, 
including what to ask for and the exact contact person 

that it should go to. I got the records within 24 hours.”
This is what Kelly typed up, based on the direct information from the tipster:
This is a public records request for the following information:

1. The names of all the police officers who have been returned to work 
pursuant to an award of arbitration within the last 10 years.

a. Please make sure to include:

i. Officer name, DOB, reason for termination, date of termination 
and date of rehire.

2. The names of all officers terminated during this same 10-year period.

a. Officer name, DOB, reason for termination, date of termination.

3. Please indicate whether officers within your police department are 
represented by a union.

4. Please indicate whether the rules of arbitration for officers are deter-
mined by the union contract.

Please disclose information as it becomes available.

—KimbriellKelly,deputyeditorforenterpriseandinvestigations,washington,
d.C.,bureau,Los Angeles Times

Photo courtesy of Marvin Joseph, The Washington Post
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Heather Brooke, an international records pro who teaches journalism at 
City, University of London, suggests narrowing requests through “time, place, 
 manner.” A requester might narrow the time frame, such as down to three years 
instead of 20 years, narrow it down to a certain place, such as the top 25 cities 
rather than all cities, or narrow down the manner of the record, such as a specific 
type of crime rather than all crimes.

“You should do a lot of research ahead of time and think carefully about what 
you want,” Brooke said.

TryonlineTools

Online portals for submitting records requests are becoming more popular 
throughout the world, and research shows they can result in better service for 
requesters if done right.7 Here are some digital helpers you might consider using:

 � MuckRock (www.muckrock.com/) is a nonprofit started in 2010 to help 
everyone request, analyze and share government documents. The crew 
from Boston has assisted in more than 60,000 requests. In addition to 
a wealth of records and sample letters posted at the website, staff will 
personally assist requesters who would like help ($20 for up to four 
requests), including advice, postage, follow-up and hosting of materials.

 � iFOIA (www.ifoia.org) is a tool created by the Reporters Committee for 
Freedom of the Press to aid requesters. The tool allows you to organize 
your requests in one spot, tracks communications with agencies and 
provides reminders to follow up.

 � Government portals. More and more agencies are creating their own 
portals for submitting requests, something that has been done for years 
in other countries. The 2016 amendments to FOIA required a central 
portal be created for the federal government. Check out FOIA.gov, 
operated by the Department of Justice, and also https://foiaonline.gov, 
an online request tracking tool that serves dozens of federal agencies.

CUTdeNIALSoFFATTHePASS

OK, so you’ve approached the agency with a well-crafted, “perfected” letter. In the 
request stage you might encounter initial resistance. Not quite a denial—it’s too early 
for that. But you sense an initial reluctance that could send the request off the rails.

Cut that denial off at the pass before it has a chance to rob you of your records.
William Ury is an expert in principled negotiation, from family disputes to 

ethnic wars. He is a co-author of the bestseller Getting to Yes,8 and he co-founded 
Harvard’s Program on Negotiation. Every requester should become fluent in the 
language of negotiation.

His principles, which seek a mutually beneficial conclusion for both parties, 
will help you build relationships with sources. We’ll walk through some of Ury’s 
key points, applying the principles of “Getting to Yes” to the art of access.
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emphasizeInterests,NotPositions

In your request, make sure the agency knows what your interest is, not your 
position. Here’s the difference. A position would be “I want you to give me record 
XYZ by Tuesday.” An agency might have its own position: “I’m too busy to get 
it by then,” or “There is confidential information in those records I don’t want 
out.” When two sides take positions they often lock themselves in, and then 
it becomes a contest of wills: “I want that record.” “No, I won’t give it to you.”

Instead of taking a position, convey your interest. Your interest is that you want 
information that can help illuminate an issue important to the public. The clerks’ 
interest is that they want to process paperwork efficiently without giving out infor-
mation that will hurt someone or get them in trouble. Arguing over positions hurts 
ongoing relationships with sources, but negotiating interests builds relationships.

SeparatePeoplefromtherequest

Officials might take your request personally and see you as the enemy. You 
might see them as the enemy. That’s unnecessary. Avoid this potential pitfall 
through a variety of techniques:

Pro Tip

WRITE YOUR VICTORY SPEECH

Do a thought experiment, imagining that the public 
official says “yes” to your request and then has to 
explain to their superior or peers or whomever they 
report to why they said “yes.” Imagine what criticism 
or questions they might receive: “You gave them that? 
How could you?” Then imagine the best response they 
can make. If you can’t imagine them giving a little 
“speech” that persuasively demonstrates why it was in 
the agency’s interest, then you may need to do some 

work. If you want them to say “yes” to your proposal, it is your job to make it 
easier for them to make this “victory speech.”

—williamUry,co-founderofHarvard’sProgramonNegotiation
andauthorofGetting to Yes and Getting Past No: Negotiating with 

Difficult People

Photo courtesy of William Ury
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1. Act inconsistent with officials’ perceptions of you. Be nice, empathetic 
and sincere. From their perspective, that might seem odd for a 
journalist or citizen gadfly!

2. Understand where they are coming from. That’s why we have a whole 
chapter on that subject (Chapter 8).

3. Allow face saving. Don’t box an official in a corner with the initial 
request. Allow several outs for the records to be provided without 
losing face. “I know you want to be transparent and that you aren’t 
hiding anything. Maybe the attorneys can look at the law and see if 
the information is disclosable.”

4. Allow officials to vent, and don’t react to outbursts.

5. Listen first, then repeat what you heard. That shows that you are 
listening and open to their concerns. Acknowledge their interests: “I 
understand you don’t want to let personal information get out. I don’t 
either. Let’s figure out a way to redact that information so we don’t let 
anything out that shouldn’t be released.”

6. Use “I” statements, not “You” statements. For example, say, “I think 
these records will be of interest to your constituents,” rather than “You 
need to give these out because your constituents will appreciate it.”

7. Try to talk with people informally side by side, rather than face to 
face, to avoid subconscious psychological opposition.

UseNegotiationJiuJitsu

As you move into your request and detect resistance, start a new game. If they 
attack, sidestep and deflect against the problem. From the get-go, bend like the 
flexible willow, don’t break like the rigid oak.

1. As you make your request, invite criticism and advice. Maybe a clerk 
will say the information won’t be helpful to you. In that case, don’t 
say, “I’ll be the judge of that.” Instead, say, “I am interested in what 
you are saying. Why won’t it be helpful? Are there other records that 
would be better to see?”

2. Use questions instead of statements. Statements of fact are threatening: 
“The law says you need to provide the information.” Ask questions 
instead: “Can you show me where in the law it says that information is 
secret? I’m sorry, I must have missed it—which subsection would that be?”

3. Use silence after an unreasonable attack. Sheriff to you: “You ain’t getting 
nuthin’ because I’m the sheriff and I say so!” Let that statement float 
there in silence. The official will often realize what was just said, see that 
you aren’t going to escalate the confrontation and then cool down.
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4. Make yourself open to correction and persuasion: “Maybe I’m not 
understanding what is contained in the records—can you please explain 
to me what is in them, or better yet, show me an example of one?”

5. Don’t decide on the spot. If you request a record and the custodian 
initially says no, don’t argue, especially if you feel your hackles 
going up. Say, “I need to do some more homework to make sure I 
understand this. Let me get back to you.”

6. End the conversation with a sincere compliment, no matter how it 
resolved: “I know you’re busy, and I thank you for your time!”

7. Invent different options. Rarely is there just one record that you need. 
When you are requesting records, be open to the idea that there may 
be many different records that can satisfy your interest.

APPLYHArdTACTICSIFNeCeSSArY

Sometimes people just don’t want to play nice. In that case, we turn to the “dark 
side.” Robert B. Cialdini, a psychology researcher from Arizona State University, 
has identified what he calls “weapons of influence.”9 The psychological tech-
niques are used by advertisers, marketers, public relations professionals and gov-
ernment strategists to influence the public.

Pro Tip

GO GLOBAL

Requesting records in other countries is not all that 
different from doing it in the U.S. I like countries 
where it’s all digital, like Mexico. Or where you can 
request records anonymously. Or where it’s new, like 
in Morocco where they are trying to do it right. My 
Mexican colleagues mock me because it works better 
in Mexico, and they are right. You log in, make your 
request, and an expert gets to an agency to get what 
you need. Get help in submitting FOIA requests in 

other countries from freedominfo.org or the Global Investigative Journalism 
Network. Google Translate can help you in writing requests.

—MarthaMendoza,globalinvestigativejournalist,The Associated Press

Photo courtesy of Martha Mendoza
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But before we get into these methods of persuasion, a word of warning is in 
order: Use these powers for good, not for evil. The intent here is not to “manipu-
late” people as if they are lab rats or consumers. Trickery is unethical in journalism.

The idea is to realize that the act of requesting records involves human inter-
action, where decisions are often arbitrary, despite the law. We must understand 
the human elements of interaction between requester and custodian.

reactance

The idea behind reactance is people will resist being forced into a decision. 
If you push people to act a certain way, they will act the opposite—that’s where 
we get the concept of “reverse psychology.” If you tell a custodian that he or she 
must fulfill your request, then his or her natural reaction will be to resist. Avoid 
telling the person that he or she is wrong and boxing him or her into a have-to 
situation. First acknowledge the person’s concern or position, then explain yours. 
This is consistent with principled negotiation Jiu Jitsu.

reciprocation

When you give something to someone, that person feels obliged to recipro-
cate, often beyond the value of what you gave. That’s why businesses offer free 
samples. Now, we don’t advocate that journalists buy off government officials, or 
even imply quid pro quo. We do, however, see how this psychological technique 
can be applied ethically.

For example, a reciprocation-based technique is the “rejection-then-
retreat” tactic: Ask for a lot, and then cut it in half. “Can I see all documents 
you have regarding the budget for the past 20 years?” The clerk’s jaw drops, 
thinking about the amount of time that is going to take. “OK,” you say. “How 
about starting with just the expense reports for the past three years?” You are 
giving up something, so the clerk feels compelled to reciprocate by saying yes.

In using this technique, we suggest you don’t arbitrarily choose a huge amount 
of records just to be manipulative. As we’ve mentioned before, the best records 
requests are those that are specific and focused. If you ask for a large amount of 
information, perhaps to legitimately examine a broad issue, you should actually 
want to see all those budget records for the past 20 years. It’s just that you are 
prepared to accept less and know that less will serve what you need if the agency 
is unable to provide you with your heart’s desire.

CommitmentandConsistency

Once people commit to something, they try to stick with it. Psychologists 
find that people have a difficult time acting inconsistent. This is the opposite 
of the “rejection-then-retreat” technique, sometimes called “ratcheting”: Once 
someone has agreed to a small request, get a commitment for something bigger. 
Once they say yes, it is more difficult for them to say no.
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Here’s how it might apply to records: “Could I see what a police report form 
looks like? Great. Can I see what a case file looks like? Thanks! Ummmm, what 
does it look like in your computer system? Nifty. Any chance I could get an 
electronic copy of reports in Excel for the past year? Shoot, it appears you have 
all the data for the past 10 years. How about copying that too?”

Rob O’Dell, an investigative reporter for the Arizona Republic, routinely asks 
for records, and officials get used to being asked. Once he requested emails 
among high-ranking officials, and they printed out each one and gave it to him. 
“It’s impossible to look through 1,200 sheets of paper to find what you are look-
ing for,” he said. So, he wrangled with them and eventually got them to provide 
emails on a CD. “Then they told me that they don’t have to do that every time, 
but I got them to do it the next five times.” Then a controversy erupted where 
he knew he would need to see emails. “I told them that they should be able to 
provide them on a CD since they had done that previously. If I wouldn’t have 
done that I wouldn’t have gotten the emails in a timely manner.”

Also, O’Dell said, if you routinely request records about less threatening 
information, the agency will get used to you and be less skittish when you put in 
a request for something controversial. “They’ll be used to you and say, ‘Oh, it’s 
just another records request from this guy.’”

SocialProof

Peer pressure works. “Boy, all the other towns in the county provide this 
information. I wonder why it isn’t open here?” Put together a list of agencies in 
your state or in the country that provide the information. What official wants to 
appear abnormal or deviant?

One study showed that counties in North Carolina were more likely to 
comply with records requests if the letter noted other counties—particularly 
neighboring counties—had already provided the same records.10 So if you are 
looking for records from dozens or hundreds of agencies, first acquire them from 
some agencies and then note that in the request letter to the others.

Another example of social proof is playing up the patriotic duty of open 
government and the importance of the information to the community. Convey 
the idea that it’s their duty as Americans to keep government open and free, and 
that their neighbors will appreciate their efforts.

Building on this thought, it is crucial during the request process for journal-
ists to convey that the information is of interest to the whole community, not just 
the one reporter. It’s easy for a custodian to say no to one annoying reporter; it’s 
more difficult to say no to the 300,000 people living in the community.

Liking

As much as we hate to admit it, people often make decisions based on how a 
requester looks. We see this time and time again in access audits, where records 
are denied to some requesters because they look “shady” or “disheveled.” Appear-
ing sneaky raises suspicions and increases denials.11
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Therefore, dress and act like your sources. Offer sincere compliments. Dis-
associate yourself from people perceived to use information irresponsibly (e.g., 
spammers or identity thieves).

Some psychologists suggest that you go to lunch with someone and have a 
pleasant, nonthreatening conversation so that the person associates good things 
with you. They call this “classical conditioning” (remember Pavlov’s experi-
ments?). Pick a nice restaurant that the person likes, and pay separately to avoid 
a conflict of interest. Psychologically, the person will associate good things (e.g., 
cheeseburger) with you, rather than bad things (e.g., photocopying records). If 
you go to lunch often enough with custodians, then every time you approach the 
counter the clerks will start to salivate, as will you!

Scarcity

Advertisers play on fear by saying their products are available “for a limited time 
only.” Likewise, make your request urgent: “Unfortunately, I don’t have until next 
week for you to check with the city attorney on this. My deadline is in 30 minutes 
for posting on the website. And darn it, I would hate for you to look like you are 
hiding something when I know you aren’t.” Of course, use this only if you truly are on 
deadline. The custodians deserve to know that, as well as what might show up online.

Authority

Authority can increase compliance. If you work for a small company, team 
with reporters from larger organizations. Cooperative requests increase pressure 
for release and serve everyone’s interests.

Pro Tip
SUBMIT ‘HELPER REQUESTS’ FIRST

First go onto the online reading room and make sure 
information is not already there, and then look through 
FOIA logs there. Next step would be to look to see 
what the documentation is like for their record sys-
tems. It's not always described well enough to fully 
understand but it's a good start. Do not be afraid to 
make “helper requests.” If I know the name of the data-
base I will ask for the schema or design specifications 
of the database. Then I can make a directed request.

—MaxGalka,founder,FoIAMapper
Photo courtesy of Max Galka
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Research shows that those with higher social standing get better responses to 
request letters,12 and social status can even result in lower copy fees.13 Have the 
request letter co-signed by the editor-in-chief or publisher. Government allies, 
such as the attorney general, can help.

Referring to the actual statute of the public records law conveys authority, 
increasing compliance triple that of an informal ask that doesn’t mention the 
law.14 Writing “Public Records Request” on the top of your letter also amplifies 
the importance of the matter.

ChoosingSoftvs.Hard

Now, let’s say you were pleasant and reasonable with an agency and have a 
legal right to the information, and the agency still balks. When do you use soft 
tactics and when hard tactics? That’s something you’ll have to figure out through 
practice, and it depends on the circumstances. But here are a few thoughts.

We believe it’s important to first apply the “Getting to Yes” ideals of principled 
negotiation and avoid needless confrontation or denials. That doesn’t mean cod-
dling or backing down but rather finding solutions that meet everyone’s needs.

“The good thing is for them to see you as principled and fair,” said Michael 
Jonathan Grinfeld, who taught at the University of Missouri School of 

Pro Tip

REQUEST RECORDS ABOUT YOURSELF

Request documents pertaining to you to find out 
what the government thinks about you and your 
coverage, or how it is even trying to manipulate your 
reporting. We (Stars and Stripes) got records that 
showed how a public relations firm contracted by the 
military was analyzing reporters’ stories and rating 
them as positive, negative or neutral. The Pentagon 
was making decisions on who could be embedded 
with troops based on the ratings.17 After we exposed 

the profiling system the military fired the PR firm and journalists FOIA’d their 
own rating records. Request to see your FBI file, or emails or memos at City 
Hall pertaining to you and your coverage.

—KevinBaron,Defense One,washington,d.C.,
andformerlyStarsand Stripes

Photo courtesy of Kevin Baron
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Journalism and co-directed the Center for the Study of Conflict Law and the 
Media. “You want them to see you as a smart and good person who wants to 
make things better for the community.”

Grinfeld suggests people avoid the hard tactics if they can because they will 
lead to mistrust. But if principled negotiation doesn’t work, then journalists have 
an obligation to acquire the information for the public. “I’m not against hard 
tactics, but it’s a last-ditch effort,” he says. “You don’t have to get mad. Just move 
step by step. The natural thing is to flip someone off, but you have to work at it. 
Manage your emotions, and move forward with greater resolve.”

Mike McGraw, while special projects reporter at The Kansas City Star, said that 
sometimes a journalist must pummel an agency into submission. Harsh? Maybe. 
Will custodians cringe at the suggestion? Sure. But sometimes, with those few 
officials who knowingly violate the spirit and letter of the law, it’s the only option.

For example, McGraw had asked a public university—one that was across 
the country—for a document that outlined how much funding was provided to 
women’s and men’s sports, showing favoritism toward men’s sports. The university 
could have mailed it, and McGraw was willing to pay for expenses. But the uni-
versity didn’t like his request because it might have made the university look bad, 
so officials told him he would have to fly across the country to get the records. 
Instead, McGraw called the university’s campus newspaper, told reporters about 
the document and story idea and asked them to mail a copy of the report once 
they finished their story. After the campus newspaper and The Kansas City Star 
both published their stories, McGraw called the university public information 
officer back and said, “Now you have two negative stories about you. So there.”

We hope the tips provided in this chapter will prevent you from having to 
punish an agency. But the reality is some agencies, like McGraw’s university, will 
give you a tough time and deny a valid public records request. For that, in the 
next chapter, we will talk about how to deal with denials.

T R Y  I T !

exercisesandideasfornewsrooms,classroomsandcommunityto
improveskillsandfosterFoI

1. Create letter templates
Go to the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press (RCFP) online 
letter generator (https://www.ifoia.org) and the Student Press Law Center 
letter generator (www.splc.org/page/lettergenerator), and create different 
versions of public records request letters. Copy and paste the letters into Word 
files and keep them handy for when you might need them. Photocopy the 
forms and carry them with you to fill out on assignment at meetings or at 
agency offices. Make them available to your classmates or co-workers.

2. Build a request kit
When you are in a document state of mind, you will begin to request records 
on the fly—when a source at City Hall mentions a report, or a school board 
member refers to an audit during a board meeting. In those cases, you need 
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to be ready to submit a public records request immediately. Put the following 
items in a folder to bring with you:

Blank public records request forms. If an agency you cover has its 
own forms it prefers people to fill out, bring copies of those forms.
Thumb drive or flash drive. So, a clerk can transfer electronic files for you.
Portable handheld scanner. To capture images of documents at the agency 
rather than paying for copies. Or use your cell phone to take pictures.
Copy of your state public records law. Go to www.rcfp.org/open-
government-guide/ and click on your state. On the left is a link to your 
state statute. Copy it to a Word file and reduce the font, then print it out.
Summary of supportive case law. In that RCFP guide at www.rcfp 
.org/ogg, you’ll find explanations by an attorney about each element of 
the law and case law supporting openness. Create a one-page sheet of 
paper that lists key elements and the cases that support openness.

3. Learn how to understand others
Hone your people skills by checking out books that will improve your ability 
to work out disputes with others, including in your personal life.

Babcock, Linda, and Sara Laschever. Women Don’t Ask: The High Cost 
of Avoiding Negotiation—and Positive Strategies for Change. New York: 
Bantam, 2007.
Cialdini, Robert B. Influence: Science and Practice. Needham Heights, 
Mass.: Allyn and Bacon, 2001.
Fisher, Roger, William Ury and Bruce Patton. Getting to Yes: Negotiating 
Agreement Without Giving In. New York: Penguin Books, 1991.
Mnookin, Robert H., Scott R. Peppet and Andrew S. Tulumello. 
Beyond Winning: Negotiating to Create Value in Deals and Disputes. 
Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 2000.
Stone, Douglas, Bruce Patton, Sheila Heen and Roger Fisher. Difficult 
Conversations: How to Discuss What Matters Most. New York: Penguin 
Books, 2000.

4. Record yourself
Record yourself asking for records. Or practice with a colleague or fellow 
student. Simulate a records request. Examine how you act. Note whether you use 
“I” statements or “You” statements. Go down the list of negotiation principles 
presented in this chapter and see if you are following them. Note how you can 
improve, write it on a piece of paper and keep it with you to practice.

5. Host a share session
Get your co-workers or classmates together for your favorite beverage, and 
share public records ideas and request strategies. It’s amazing what we can 
learn about our communities simply from our colleagues. Come up with two 
document-based story ideas and one new strategy for each person.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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6. Practice psychology for real
It’s one thing to read about psychology and persuasion, and it’s another to try 
it out and see it work in practice. Test out some of these simple persuasion 
principles and see if they work:

Authority. All week go to class or work wearing nice clothes—more 
formal than the situation calls for. Note how people treat you. The 
next week wear grubby clothes—less formal than the situation calls for. 
Note how people treat you then.

Reactance. One day tell your friend what to do: “You need to drive 
me to the mini-mart for a soda.” A week later, try the same task, but 
phrased differently: “I guess I don’t have a way to get to the mini-mart 
for a soda today . . . hmmm. I wonder how I can get there?” See how 
your friend responds. Discuss it with your friend.

Liking. For one week make an effort to smile and give people sincere 
compliments. Note how they respond and treat you. Then in another 
week make an effort not to smile and not give compliments. Any 
difference in how you are treated?

S U G G E S T E D  L I N K S

 FOIA.gov www.foia.gov/
A federal government portal for FOIA, run by the Department of Justice.

 FOIA Mapper https://foiamapper.com/
Provides help in finding records and where to submit FOIA requests.

 iFOIA www.ifoia.org 
Provides a free letter generator and tracking system for state or federal 
records requests.

 MuckRock tips www.muckrock.com/project/foia-101-tips-and-tricks-to-
make-you-a-transparency-master-234/

MuckRock tips on effective letters and tips for beginners to experts.

 NFOIC samples www.nfoic.org/sample-foia-request-letters
National Freedom of Information Coalition sample request letters.

 NSA tips http://nsarchive.gwu.edu/foia/effective-foia-requesting-everyone
National Security Archive tips for effective letters.

 SPJ tips www.spj.org/foi-guide-pros.asp
Tips for filing a request by the Society of Professional Journalists.

 State request letter www.splc.org/page/lettergenerator
Student Press Law Center letter generator (more legalistic).

✓

✓

✓
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